23rd May 2019

THON HOTEL EU

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

Dear reader,
The ACE-Factories Cluster is pleased to invite you to our showcase event, the Human-Centred
Factories Exhibition taking place during the Connected Factories Event,organized by EFFRA
in Brussels, Belgium on the 23rd May!
This events starts at 09.00 and is an opportunity to explore cutting-edge research and interactive
demos of the latest innovations in smart-factories, and human-machine integration.
The ACE-Factories Cluster solutions ensure human employees work with new tech to increase work
satisfaction and make production a more efficient and dynamic process. By attending the event you will
join local and EU policy makers, industrial stakeholders and researchers in witnessing the latest
innovations in industrial production management.
The ACE-Factories Cluster is a partnership between five EU funded projects (Human, ManuWork,
A4Blue, Inclusive and Factory2Fit), and contains industrial partners such as the United Technologies
Corporation, Airbus, Continental, Volvo, Prima Industrie, Gizelis Robotics and the SCM Group. Over
the past three years, these companies have helped develop and pilot our solutions to ensure they
address current industrial needs.
The event is split into two sessions, and will cover topics ranging from Optimized Industrial Processes,
Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality in the Workplace, Enhanced Factory Floor Communication,
Robotics and much more!
Morning Session - 09.00 till 13.00
We will participate in EFFRA's Connected Factories event, and will present research from our pilots
and industrial use-cases. Click here to register FREE!
Afternoon session - 14.00 till 16.00
We will host an independent exhibition of our solutions where you can explore our interactive demos,
meet the project partners and learn how these solutions will soon benefit a factory near you!
Click here to register FREE!
Check out the attached agenda to learn more about our presentations and demos!
*Note that there are two separate registrations for the morning and afternoon sessions, lunch will be
provided for individuals attending both*

